 Candidates Bring Spring Debates to Conclusion

A.S. Presidential Hopefuls Center on Current Campus/L.V. Issues, Personal Heroes, Goals

The two candidates for Associated Students external vice president for statewide affairs (EVPSA) Eneri Rodriguez and Richard "Circus" Varghese would not debate last week. They instead agreed. April 19 was supposed to be the second and final debate between EVPSA hopefuls Varghese and Rodriguez, complete with podiums from which the two candidates could fire questions at each other from across the stage. Instead, the two candidates sat side by side, complimenting each other and focusing on their similarities instead of their differences.

Wile Varghese, a junior global studies major, admitted to a lack of experience, he said passion is more important than legislation. Rodriguez, who has been a rep-at-large for peace," said he was the

Candidate Bios: William Flores, Brian Hampton, Martin Marquis, Constantine Pastis, Patrick "Mad Cow" Sohier-Gallagher

Final External Vice President debate

Candiates: Eneri Rodriguez, Richard Varghese

See EVPSA, p.5

Individuals from Diverse Backgrounds Bring Spring Debates to Conclusion

Five Associated Students presidential candidates faced off in the UCen Hub on Friday for a half-hour debate that was cut short because of a fire drill.

The few students in attendance submitted questions for Brian Hampton, Constantine Pastis, William Flores, Patrick "Mad Cow" Sohier-Gallagher and Martin Marquis.

To begin the debate, candidates were asked to name the job of current A.S. President Mahather Tefali.

"Our current A.S. president has done a lot for a certain group of people, but there were also those who were left out," Hampton said.

"If I was to become president, I would be there for everyone's interest," Flores, who helped create the Commission on Disability Access, said he planned to make
QUEBEC (AP) — Leaders of 34 Western Hemisphere nations, both rich and poor, gathered Sunday at the Summit of the Americas to discuss free trade, climate change and the 2005 completion date for the world’s largest free-trade zone. There have been multiple clashes between demonstrators and police outside the meeting for nations free trade zone. There have been multiple clashes in response to a meeting of Western leaders in Quebec City, but there were no injuries or arrests, police said. A small group of about 25 people identifying themselves as anarchists caused the confrontation by first taunting San Diego police officers and then throwing rocks and at least one brick and a bottle. Several dozen police officers, some armed with tear gas, approached the protesters, who were taunting San Diego police officers and then throwing rocks and at least one brick and a bottle. Several dozen police officers, some armed with tear gas, approached the protesters, who were taunting San Diego police officers and then throwing rocks and at least one brick and a bottle.

There is no question in my mind that we have challenges ahead. Also, there is no question that we can meet the challenges if we try. Bush said after scrawling his name on the agreement to create a Free Trade Area of the Americas, encompassing 800 million people. The duty-free hemispheric spere, stretching from the Arctic to the tip of South America, has been embraced at earlier summits in 1994 and 1998.

There is no question in my mind that we have challenges ahead. Also, there is no question that we can meet these challenges.

— George W. Bush, U.S. president

SAN DIEGO (AP) — A rally against free trade on Sunday at the U.S.-Mexico border resulted in a 20-minute standoff between rock-throwing protesters and police in riot gear, but there were no injuries or arrests, police said.

A small group of about 25 people identifying themselves as anarchists caused the confrontation by first taunting San Diego police officers and then throwing rocks and at least one brick and a bottle. Several dozen police officers, some armed with tear gas, approached the protesters, who were taunting San Diego police officers and then throwing rocks and at least one brick and a bottle.

"For the most part the crowd has been fairly decent," said San Diego Police Capt. Harold Cox.

The rally, which drew about 1,000 people, was in response to a meeting of Western leaders in Quebec City, Quebec, who are discussing the proposed creation of a 34-nation free trade zone. There have been multiple clashes between demonstrators and police outside the meeting for the Americas.

Organizers at the San Diego event said Saturday they chose the rally location at the U.S.-Mexico border to illustrate what they consider environmental and labor rights abuses resulting from free trade in the region, said Maria Benjamin, the director of Global Exchange, a San Francisco-based human rights group.

"We don't have to answer to anyone," said Selby Smith, a 19-year-old college student from New Mexico. "We want to express our opinion, we don't want to create chaos."

Before marching to the border, protesters gathered at Larsen Park, a baseball diamond just north of the steel wall that divides the two countries.

Police officers were on hand to protect stores on the United States side, direct traffic and prevent demonstra­ tors from blocking the highway leading into Mexico.

When they reached the border, about half the protest­ ers walked into Mexico to attend another free trade rally in Tijuana.

"The border wall is a symbol of oppression," said Albert Ponce, 29, of Los Angeles. "The border represents the fence that separates us from Mexico."

In scattered incidents of violence, anti-trade demonstrators lighted bon­ fires and smashed windows in an area along the Mexico-­ United States border.

"The border wall is a symbol of oppression," said Marcus Arana, a 19-year-old college student from New Mexico. "We want to express our opinion, we don't want to create chaos.

"It's a very emotional issue," said Matt Heitner, 29, a San Diego-based human rights activist.

"We don't have to answer to anyone," said Selby Smith, a 19-year-old college student from New Mexico. "We want to express our opinion, we don't want to create chaos."
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Weather

Life is full of mysteries. Who shot JFK? How do they get that cream filling into a Twinkie? Exactly what does taco Bell’s "mexican" come from? But by far the biggest mystery of them all: Men have nipples. Why?

When men go to a spa with a vagina, nipples have the potential to serve a deliciously heated, foamy beverage at any time. However, nipples (on male nipples, for the laymen), are usually curved. In fact, they appear to exist only as temperature gauges and titi­ twisty targets.

Norwich, nipples on fat guys pose a different and even more wondrous mystery: breast hitch.

Monday’s forecast: A breast of fresh air, and maybe even a treat for you to nipple on if you can help me solve the nipple mysteries.
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Kohn's call to religious tolerance, with honesty as a human being. Cohen of I lillel-UCSB, responded by Daily Nexus Monday, April 23, 2001

Kohn opened his lecture by expressing scientist or an authority on religion, but Kohn's lecture. The first, Jim Langer of members of the Catholic Church.

His talk focused on "inter-religious tolerance." As a Jewish person and as a life, leaving many questions unanswered needs unfulfilled."

Kohn opened his lecture by expressing his enthusiasm for science but said, "Science is an insufficient guide through life, leaving many questions unanswered and needs unfulfilled."

His talk focused on "inter-religious tolerance." As a Jewish person and as a scientist, he spoke of his experiences last conference, meeting the Pope and his correspondence with several prominent members of the Catholic Church.

Two panel members responded to Kohn's lecture. The first, Jim Langer of the Physics Dept., said Kohn set a good tone for the series by speaking not as a scientist or an authority on religion, but with honesty as a human being.

The second panelist, Rabbi Stephen Cohen of Hillel-UCSB, responded by echoing Kohn's call to religious tolerance, summarizing the Catholic and Protestant Churches practice tolerance by not thinking of Christianity as an improvement on Judaism. He quoted Danish physicist Niels Bohr: "The opposite of a simple truth is often a falsehood. But the opposite of a very great truth is often another very great truth."

Kohn and the panelists later engaged in a question-and-answer session with the audience.

The program was made possible by a grant from the John Templeton Foundation. Associate geography Professor Jim Proctor, who wrote the grant, introduced the lecture series and dedicated it to the late Professor Emeritus Ninian Smart — a former chair of UCSB's Religious Studies Dept.

The next lecture on "Science, Religion and the Human Experience" will be given Friday by history Professor Emeritus Jeffrey Rawls in 6020 HSSB. More information on "Science, Religion and the Human Experience" programs is available online at www.ucsb.edu.

"Humility is no substitute for a good personality." — Thomas Jefferson

GRADUATION! Woody's Does Parties!

Banquets • Catering • Delivery • Party Packs To Go

GRADUATION PARTY PAKS
BBQ CHICKEN & BBQ RIBS
CAESAR SALAD, POTATO SALAD & COWBOY BEANS $10.95 with Rolls and Butter
Party Pak includes plates, napkins, utensils and condiments

Chicken & Shrimp Tip $11.95 per person

OPTIONS
• Appetizers, Desserts, Beverages
• Theme Parties & Entertainment
• Custom Party Packs, Too!

CALL 967.3775

The Gauchoholics: Twelve-Steps Toward a Better Associated Student

1. We'll listen to you like Dubya listens to Dick Cheney
2. When we're done, UCSB will have more blue light (phones) than K-Mart...
3. We understand all languages from Greek to Spanish to Jock...
4. We will make sure you have a desk, even if you are a lefty...
5. We'll fight for your right to party without being forced to register it...
6. We want more grass for everyone! We support the Student Athletic Fee Initiative.
7. We'll stand in front of Tidal Wave II so you aren't washed out of your homes and classes...
8. We'll cut your student fees because a quality government shouldn't cost more than a quality six-pack...
9. The Great Wall of China took centuries to build, but we'll finish the Broida Expressway faster than you can say, 'Vote Gauchoholics...'
10. Finding parking should be as easy as finding a herd of freshmen walking down DP at 8pm on a Friday night...
11. We'll make sure Dead Week is deadier than an Ram Monday section...
12. Lastly, 'cuz we are addicted to YOU!

Vote Gauchoholics on April 24-25!

Kaplan students get into Law School. Case Closed.

9 out of 10 Kaplan LSAT students go to one of their top 3 school choices. 2007 National Research Study of students at the top 25 law schools.

LSAT classes start Tuesday, May 1.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

The Daily Nexus.
We won't print it unless we're pretty sure it's true.
April Showers Wash Out 4/20 Day Festivities

Plans for last weekend's 4/20 festival failed to go up in smoke due to bad weather conditions.

The Hemp Awareness Day Festival scheduled for Friday evening in Anisq' Oyo' Park was cancelled due to rain. Hempwise owner and festival coordinator Al Espino said he was disappointed by the turn of events.

"We didn't think the rain was going to stop, so we had to cancel the event," Espino said. "The sound guy really couldn't do his thing because of the rain. But we hope to set a date to reschedule the event in the very near future."

The festival was scheduled to feature bands, performers, vendors and speakers dedicated to educating the public about the uses of hemp, Espino said.

"Cannabis will save this planet one day, and we should all pay our respects to it," he said. "Everyday is Earth Day, and everyday is 4/20, so we're going to try again as soon as we can."

Although disappointed by the cancellation, undeclared sophomore Marcel Saeedi said he would attend a rescheduled event.

"It really sucked because I was looking forward to going to this once-a-year event," Saeedi said. "But it doesn't really matter when they have it, because I think people would go anyway."

Junior political science major Jose Gastelum said he would also attend the event if it were rescheduled.

"I didn't even know about it the first time, but I would go if they are still going to have it," he said. "It's a really good way to get the word out that cannabis should be decriminalized."

— Allison Dougherty

Associated Students Elections 2001

Last Presidential Debate

PRESIDENT

Continued from p.1

the president's office more accessible."

"I want to represent a diverse group of students," he said.

The discussion then turned to the relevance of candidate debates, given the low attendance.

"Not many people are interested enough. We need to show them what we do," Schanes-Gallagher said. "There are so many things Associated Students are doing, and I just want students to know our issues and differences."

The candidates also fielded questions about their personal heroes.

"My hero would by my mom," Pastis said. "I was raised in a single-parent home, and I've moved around a lot. My mom has been there for me throughout all these times."

Markovits, who has campaigned on solving housing problems in Isla Vista, said he would work to lower housing costs.

"Down the line, only a rich group of students can come here due to high prices for housing," he said. "Housing is very important for the student's education, and each student should be able to afford it."

Schanes-Gallagher said housing problems extend beyond Santa Barbara.

"All public universities are struggling with housing and overpopulation," Gallagher said. "I want to sit down with Chancellor [Henry] Yang and talk about these issues."

The debate was cut off by the fire drill, leaving several questions unanswered.

The Spring Election will be on April 24 and 25.

— Allison Dougherty

How to do something nice for a friend:

Send them a Birthday Message in the Daily Nexus

In your own writing!
Choose one of our borders (samples shown) or create your own!
(1 1/2" x 2")

Stop by the Nexus Ad Office, underneath Storke Tower, or call 893-3829.

Only $3.25!
Deadline is 2 days before the birthday.

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

AGSM Advantages:
• No work experience or business-related undergraduate degree required
• Choose up to nine MBA electives
• One-on-one assistance from our in-house Career Management Center
• Receive a quality internship that provides "real world" work experience
• Enrollment available, Fall, Winter, and Spring quarters

Get the MBA that keeps on giving!

Year 1 - $20,000*
Year 2 - $40,000
Year 3 - $60,000

The difference in starting salary between a bachelors and a UCR MBA Graduate. Based on 1999 statistics.

Got the Picture?

To receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-4551, check out our web site at www.agsm.ucr.edu, or email your questions and requests to gary.kuzas@ucr.edu. Application Deadline May 1, 2001.

Get the MBA that keeps on giving!
Associated Students Elections 2001
Last External Vice President Debate
EVPSA
Continued from p.1
on Leg Council for the last two years, agreed.
"Experience is no grounding for this
position," she said. "What you need is
passion. This has traditionally been a very
progressive position, and we need to keep
that tradition going."
Rodriguez is running with the Student
Action Coalition, which she defined as "a
progressive party dedicated to access to
higher education, diversity and communi-
ty." SAC has been at UCSB since 1992.
Varghese is running with People of
Action, whose goal is "to make everyone
feel involved and to eliminate apathy." He
said all government should be progressive,
not only the office of the EVPSA.
"Why isn't all government progressive?
If they're not progressive, then they're
being stagnant," he said. "I came to col-
lege to do more."
Rodriguez and Varghese both promot-
ed activism, especially when working with
the UC Regents, one of the position's pri-
mary job responsibilities.
"The Regents are not necessarily our
friends," Varghese said. "They don't nec-
essarily do what is best for us."
Rodriguez said she believes Regents
are out of touch with local issues and stu-
dent concerns.
"The [UC] Regents are this group of
24 people who have probably never even
set foot on this campus trying to tell us
how to spend our money," she said. "We
can't just sit back and let them run our
school."
Both candidates were concerned about
the Regents' investment in BP Amoco,
which is tied to PetroChina Oil, a compa-
cy accused of exploiting both people and
resources in Tibet.
Rodriguez authored the position paper
asking the UC Regents to divest from
PetroChina Oil, which Leg Council
unanimously passed two weeks ago.
Though running as a member of SAC,
Rodriguez denounced party affiliations as
oppressing and confusing to students.
"People have no idea what is going
on," she said. "Party affiliations just
silence students. I admire and respect
those people who are running on their
own. I'm going to continue to fight
against party affiliations whether or not
I'm elected."
Varghese said he would also try to
eliminate parties, and said he only joined
one this election to receive party advan-
tages.
"If I'm going to compete, I need to
compete effectively," Varghese said. "I
don't want to get buried. If elected, I will
fight to remove them."
Rodriguez and Varghese said no mat-
ter which candidate students vote for, the
important thing is to vote.

THE FEMINIST CASE AGAINST ABORTION
Serrin Foster
President
Feminists for Life of America
www.feministsforlife.org
Tuesday, April 24
7:30 PM
Corwin Pavilion
UCSB
Admission Free

Serrin M. Foster is President of Feminists for Life of America, an organization that,
like early American feminists Susan B. Anthony and Cady Stanton, works to
systematically eliminate the root causes that drive women to abortion by
facilitating practical solutions. FFLA advocates the provision of services that will
make choosing life a viable option for women on college campuses, and has
provided pregnancy resource kits to college health clinics across the country.
Foster has appeared at the Republican National Convention, C-Span, and the
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University in forums with public figures
such as Governor William Weld of Massachusetts, Senator Arlen Specter of
Pennsylvania, Linda Chavez, Naomi Wolf, and Bay Buchanan.

"The Feminist Case Against Abortion" is part of the series "Choices in Life" co-sponsored by
the Interdisciplinary Humanities Center, the UCSB Women's Center and the Veritas Forum.

Academic Outreach Program, College of Letters and Science

Fall 2001
$1,500 Scholarships Available to
Students of the Fine Arts

Art Studio
Film Studies
Dance
History of Art & Architecture
Dramatic Art
Music

Earn Scholarship $ while you teach the arts in local schools, K-12. To qualify, student scholars must be
arts majors or minors, undergraduate or graduate students, and have an interest in public education.

Application Deadline: Friday, May 11, 2001

Pick up an application from your department or the ArtsBridge Program Office, 2105 North Hall, 2nd Floor.
For more info, call 893-7970 or e-mail us at htomlinson@ltsc.ucsb.edu.
Opinion

A S ENDORSEMENTS

President:
Patrick “Mad Cow” Schanes-Gallagher

Don’t let either his name or appearance fool you; Mad Cow is serious about the A.S. presidency. The Nexus editorial board met Mad Cow last year when he ran for the same position. At that time, he was unprepared to take on the role of A.S. president. However, Mad Cow spent a year researching the requirements for the position and this year has shown himself to be the most charismatic and best suited candidate for the job. Mad Cow offers limited working experience within A.S., but he more than compensates for this with his intelligence, sensitivity and integrity.

Mad Cow has worked on many charitable projects in the community. Most notably, he founded a program benefiting poor and homeless people, which started in Santa Monica and has now spread throughout L.A. County. Mad Cow has a realistic understanding of A.S.’s role at this university. He knows there is little chance of motivating all students to get more politically involved. Instead, he plans to reach out to underrepresented groups on campus and create greater A.S. visibility through concerts and Isla Vista community projects.

If elected, Mad Cow has vowed to use the tuition honorarium — which every executive officer receives — to fund financially needy groups in the community. The Daily Nexus strongly endorses Patrick “Mad Cow” Schanes-Gallagher at your first choice for A.S. President.

Second Choice:
Bill Flores offers significant A.S. experience. Currently, he is an off-campus representative for Legislative Council. He was the co-founder of the Commission on Disability Access and is a strong advocate for creating a lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender minor at UCSB. He is passionate about providing equal access to educational opportunities for every student on this campus. The Daily Nexus strongly endorses Bill Flores as your second choice for A.S. President.

Internal V.P.:
Cameron Ahler

Cameron Ahler has limited experience with A.S. However, this is one of his more attractive qualities. The Nexus does not believe the internal vice president needs to be groomed for the job to serve effectively. Ahler is not a member of the A.S. club. And this is an attribute likely to improve the role of IVP next year. While Ahler is not fully versed in the intricacies of par­liamentary procedure, he will maintain order during unbearably long Leg Council meetings. Perhaps he may even reduce the length of these meetings.

The IVP must be a decisive and authoritative figure. Ahler is unlikely to allow meetings to deteriorate into self-serving dia­logues. He has expressed a desire to avoid excessive use of position papers on issues of little relevance to students. Ahler would like to see greater enforcement of the time limits on Leg Council speakers, while still allowing free and open speech. Ahler also understands and accepts a very important attribute of the IVP position: neutrality.

Ahler has many outside interests — he is an avidlacrosse player. If elected, however, Ahler has vowed to prioritize this position above all other extracurricular pursuits.

The Daily Nexus strongly endorses Cameron Ahler for A.S. Internal Vice President.

External V.P. for Statewide Affairs:
Eneri Rodriguez

The highlight of Eneri Rodriguez’s campaign platform is her devotion to bringing next year’s annual Students of Color Conference to UCSB. Running under the banner of the Student Action Coalition, Rodriguez’s campaign focuses on increasing the amount of diversity within the UC System and “outreaching” to students. Such claims often run unsupported by any tactical agen­cies, yet Rodriguez brings a specific and attainable goal to the table — a highly publicized and successful event that draws students from across the state. In addition to being a quantitative step toward diversity, the occasion will present an opportunity for Rodriguez to establish relationships with other campus rep­resentatives.

The Daily Nexus endorses Eneri Rodriguez for EVPSA.

External V.P. for Local Affairs:
Ana Rizo

As a member of the Student Action Coalition, Ana Rizo’s polit­i­cal focus centers on issues of local diversity and “outreaching” to students and community members. Rizo relies a little heavily on these buzzwords and is weaker on specifics than running mate Eneri Rodriguez, but remains qualified for the position.

Rizo currently sits on A.S. Leg Council and has extensive ex­perience with the local community. She has worked with El Congreso, the Isla Vista Tenants Union and is well connected to the Chicano/Latino community. She has organized food driv­es and tabling, assisted with the Dia de los Muertos celebration and collaborated with a number of student groups in other outreach activities.

Overall, Rizo’s track record is testament to her dedication to the pursuit of local solidarity, affordable housing, safe and convenient parking and environmental conservation within I.V. The task remains to develop a concrete course of action that will support broad goals.

Rizo has touched on lobbying the state and national student organizations — the UCSA and USSA — in order to garner sup­port for agenda items. She has also spoken about working with the Shoreline Preservation Fund on environmental issues, install­ing blue light phones near parking areas to increase safety after dark and instituting rent control to check runaway monthly dues. These ideas must be expanded into specific proposals.

The Daily Nexus endorses Ana Rizo for EVPLA.

All candidates are interviewed by the Daily Nexus Editorial Board prior to debate. Candidates, A.S. funding initiatives, constitutional amendments and mandatory fee measures are debated by the Board until a consensus opinion is formed. If a majority of the editors concur, an endorsement or opposition is issued. If two-thirds of the editors concur, a strong endorsement or opposition is issued. No movement is issued if a majority vote is not obtained, or if the staff feels there is not enough information to make an informed decision. The Nexus endorsements are intended to serve as a guide for the readership. Individuals are strongly encouraged to seek further information and come to decisions on their own.
NO

FEATURED INITIATIVES

The Student Services Activities Fee is an unnecessary expenditure. The organizations that would receive a piece of the funding from this lock-in fee provide excellent services for the campus community. But the A.S. Bike Shop and A.S. Notetaking and Publications make their own money. A.S. Program Board already receives a substantial lock-in fee, and the Community Affairs Board sets aside student funds each quarter. In addition, KCSB gets a piece of an entirely separate long-standing communications lock-in fee.

Money from the SSA fee would go toward "administrative support" for these organizations. The new fee would fund the additional support that the Student Services Activities Fee would have funded. The fee creates an incentive for students to choose the Student Services Activities Fee over the SSA fee.

The Daily Nexus strongly opposes the A.S. Legal Resource Center fee initiative.

NO

LEGAL RESOURCE CENTER

The only tangible product the A.S. Legal Resource Center has produced in its two years of existence is the new web-based "grade your landlord" program. An extremely insignificant number of students have used this service over the course of the last year. Most turn to the Community Housing Office, the U.V. Housing Inspector, a public defender or a private lawyer with their legal questions. The idea of a free source of consultation for all of students' skirmishes with law is a noble idea, but there is no reason to keep spending our money on staff and administration if the service is not being used.

The Daily Nexus is strongly opposed to the Legal Resource Center fee initiative.

NO

STUDENT SERVICES ACTIVITIES

The Student Services Activities Fee is an unnecessary expenditure. The organizations that would receive a piece of the funding from this lock-in fee provide excellent services for the campus community. But the A.S. Bike Shop and A.S. Notetaking and Publications make their own money. A.S. Program Board already receives a substantial lock-in fee, and the Community Affairs Board sets aside student funds each quarter. In addition, KCSB gets a piece of an entirely separate long-standing communications lock-in fee.

Money from the SSA fee would go toward "administrative support" for these organizations. The new fee would fund the additional support that the Student Services Activities Fee would have funded. The fee creates an incentive for students to choose the Student Services Activities Fee over the SSA fee.

The Daily Nexus strongly opposes the Student Services Activities Fee initiative.

NO

ENDORSEMENT

CAMPUS POINT

Campus Point is seeking a 60-cent per-student per-quarter lock-in fee. The publication currently receives all its funding from students. Campus Point wants to use the extra money to cover printing costs, as well as to pay their reporters and staff.

The Daily Nexus has decided not to issue an endorsement on this initiative. We feel that as another campus publication, the Nexus shares similar interests with Campus Point and a recommendation on this initiative may give the appearance of conflict of interest.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT FOR RECALL PROCEDURE

This constitutional amendment would solidify the currently vague language on "Recall Elections." However, solidarity comes at a price — tougher requirements for calling a new election. The proposed amendment would make it almost impossible to challenge an election. It would require at least 10 percent of the constituency signing a petition to recall an election. For executive officers, this means 10 percent of all undergraduates on campus would need to sign to contest an election.

Considering a 20 percent voter turnout is required to legitimize an A.S. election — and therefore more money, it should foot the bill. If the Athletics Dept. and athletes want state-of-the-art athletic facilities, for them such expenses for the student body is a no-brainer. Other issues are equally unquestionable. Intramural and club sports are terrific pastimes, but pay to play and if you can't afford it, there are mechanisms to have the fees waived. Robertson field is in horrible condition but the university should not tax students for something that should already be covered by tuition dues. Hasker and Robertson and the Recreational Sports Dept. could also use some fixing up. Again, these things are the university's responsibility, but the budget is always a first concern and the expenses are steep enough to keep the facilities from being properly maintained.

The Daily Nexus strongly opposes the "Recall Election" constitutional amendment.

The Student Athletics Fee Initiative is insulting. It is a smack to student intelligence that many items have all been lumped together in one initiative. This amendment denies students the opportunity to give their dollars meaningful direction. Worse still, the large quarterly fee would charge all students to pick up the tab for something that is not their responsibility.

The Daily Nexus is strongly opposed to the Constitutional Amendment concerning the reorganization of Leg Council appointments.

NO

STUDENT ATHLETICS FEES INITIATIVE

The Student Athletics Fee initiative would increase fees by $3.33 per student per quarter starting in 2004. It will fund a new recreation building to house student support services, such as Campus Learning Assistance Services, Office of Student Life and the Women's Center. Students will also have access to a computer lab and resource library.

Many of these services are currently housed in the old army barracks buildings across from Storke Tower. While it would be great to have a building that contains all these services, students should not have to foot the bill. If the university would like this resource building on the campus, they should pay for it. If they refuse, there are many other avenues for funding that could be explored before approaching students with an open hand.

The Daily Nexus strongly opposes the Student Athletics Fee Initiative.

O

RECREATIONAL SPORTS FEES INITIATIVE

The Recreational Sports Fee Initiative will increase fees by $2 per student per quarter (including summer) to support intramural, open recreation, club sports and adventure programs. A portion of the fee will go to repair damaged fields.

Students should remember an old adage before voting on this initiative: You play, you pay. These recreational activities are a worthwhile supplement to an academic curriculum, but they are only a supplement. Students who choose to participate in sports should not expect non-participating students to subsidize their recreation.

It is true that some club sports cost participating students a great deal of money and it would be unfair to ask them to pay fees in addition to their dues and expenses. However, this initiative is not designed to merely help low-income athletes; it asks all students to pay extra fees to cover the costs of a few students.

Some of the money from this fee will go to Robertson Field. How many students will students be charged for these repairs?

The Daily Nexus strongly opposes the Recreational Sports Fee initiative.

The Daily Nexus strongly opposes the Constitutional Amendment concerning the reorganization of Leg Council appointments.
Why Do You Still Smoke?

☐ Smoking makes me feel relaxed.
☐ Smoking gives me energy.
☐ I need a cigarette to wake up.
☐ I need a cigarette to get to sleep.
☐ I need a cigarette with my coffee.
☐ I want to keep my weight down.
☐ All my friends smoke.
☐ This is not a good time to quit. Maybe later.
☐ I have no willpower.
☐ I'm too addicted to nicotine.
☐ When I drink, I always light up.
☐ I light up without even noticing it.
☐ I'm afraid I'll fail.
☐ Smoking makes me feel in control.
☐ Smoking helps me handle stress.
☐ Smoking is a reward.
☐ Smoking is my only pleasure.
☐ My mother-in-law wants me to quit.
☐ My spouse smokes.
☐ My coworkers smoke.
☐ I don't really deserve good health.
☐ I'm in the middle of a divorce (or a job change, getting an education, moving to a new city, getting married, a loved one's death or illness, etc.).
☐ It's probably too late to save my health.
☐ Smoking is part of who I am—my identity.
☐ I wouldn't know what to do with my hands.
☐ I've tried to quit; I just can't do it.
☐ Smoking makes me more effective in my work.

NEED HELP COPING WITH THESE ROADBLOCKS?

FREE CLASS TODAY

Mondays 12:00-12:50 OR Tuesdays 12:00-12:50
Goleta Valley Room Conference Room
UCEN Student Health
Come to any Monday Or Tuesday Session

Open to Students, Faculty and Staff. Questions? Call 893-8721

Paid for by Tobacco Prevention Settlement Program. Santa Barbara County Public Health Department

The UCSB way to say a special Happy Birthday to your friends, roomies or significant others — through the Daily Nexus.

Show them you care with a personalized greeting from you — published in the Nexus Classifieds.

Come to the Nexus Ad Office, Storke Tower room 1041 or call 893-3828 for more information.
EARTH DAY
Continued from p.1
it's time for us to learn about solutions, not only problems."

The festival's live entertainment included performances by Glen Phillips, the former lead singer of Toto the Wet Spotteck, and local band Area 51. Wright said the live music is a main attraction for attend­ants.

"The music is the obvious draw," she said. "It's back-to-back from 10 to 5:30 on a solar-powered stage. We hope people will come down for the fun and the music and leave having learned something new about the environment." Other festival highlights included the "Walk Through Time" exhibit that consisted of a 90-foot illustration of the Earth's evolution, a hemp pavilion and a family area where children could make art projects and have their faces painted.

"We are very excited about the "Walk Through Time." It's an exhibit that's been all around the world," Wright said. "This is the first time it's been to Santa Barbara. It tells the story of our evolution. The exhibit is about one-half mile long and every foot is a million years."

Naomi Schwartz, 1st District Supervisor, said the festival was a reminder for people to keep working for a healthier environment.

"Thirty-one years ago we celebrated the first Earth Day," Schwartz said. "Let's remember today how important it is to look over our shoulders to inspire further general­izations."

Wright said it was important to use new knowledge and to involve concerned commu­nity members.

"Get Oil Out is known as the first grassroots organization. An environmental movement was born out of the oil spill and so are we," Conn said. "There is a lot of oil developing on going from coast to coast. We want concerned people to get involved."

Conn said she was impressed by the number of organizations represented at the festival.

"It is amazing to see how many organizations there are to take care of the environment," she said. "This is an amazing community and hopefully more people can get the message. We could be a model community for others and I feel very privi­leged to live here."

The festival provided an opportunity to enjoy the good weather and participate in a Santa Barbara celebra­tion, junior business economics major Stephanie Bertoux said.

"I really liked being outside and listening to the bands," she said. "The community has really come together to celebrate Earth Day and it was great to see the leaders in our community contributing. I'm impressed with the work that's being done to better the environment."
UNIDOS
Continued from p. 11
momentum for the move
said. "I believe very strongly
that the living-wage ordinance is
what Santa Barbara looks like."

"I want Santa Barbara, the place that I live, to reflect
the diversity that is here," she said. "This is a celebra-
tion of the community so that people see that this is
what Santa Barbara looks like."

Continued from p. 10

The Coalition for a Living Wage is currently
mobilizing to pass a living-wage ordina-
cnce that would require
any employer who receives
state money to pay a living
wage of $11 an hour. It will
come as a result of a '"living-
wealth initiative,'" Phillips
said. "Once that happens, we can start looking at it
on a statewide level."

Shirley Kennedy, a UCSB black studies facul-
ty member, expressed con-
cerns about the standard of living in Santa Barbara.
"I believe very strongly
that the ordinance is the
right thing to do," she said.
"The people here who
can't make ends meet are
the people who make Santa Barbara what it is."

Dejahh Posey — a
member of Antara and
Delilah and one of the
evening's performers —
said she fears Santa
Barbara is becoming too
homogenized and sup-
portive of the wealthy.
"If people can't afford
to live here we no longer
have a diverse community.
I want Santa Barbara, the
place that I live, to reflect
the diversity that is here," she said. "This is a celebra-
tion of the community so that people see that this is
what Santa Barbara looks like."

Take a break....
You’ve earned it!

30 Days... 2 Countries... 1 Pass...
Travel by train and experience the adventure and freedom that only the North America Rail Pass offers.
Simply the most adventurous and affordable way to see the United States and Canada. Together, Amtrak® and VIA Rail Canada offer an exciting rail pass for those who really want to experience America's vast beauty. Travel to as many places as you want in 30 days... so why not see it all. Whether you are traveling the coast, passing through the mountains or visiting another city, you'll enjoy the flexibility of creating an itinerary to match your interests. Visit must include at least one segment in each country.

NORTH AMERICA RAIL PASS
Amtrak/VIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North America Rail Pass</th>
<th>30-Day</th>
<th>Pass Price</th>
<th>10% Student Advantage Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak fare</td>
<td>$574.65</td>
<td>$607.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-peak fare</td>
<td>$471.05</td>
<td>$424.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Amtrak accepts the Student Advantage Card! Members save 10% on a 30-day North America Rail Pass and 15% on most Amtrak coach fares round.

Visit 1.800.USA.RAIL or visit www.amtrak.com/promotions/details.html for more information on the North America Rail Pass and sample itineraries.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: **The price is good for 30 consecutive days of train travel anywhere in the US and Canada starting on the first day of travel and is valid up to 30 days from the first day of purchase. Travel must begin within 30 days from the first day of purchase.**

**10% Student Advantage Discount** for train travel within the United States and Canada. Members save 10% on a 30-day North America Rail Pass and 15% on most Amtrak coach fares round.

Visit 1.800.USA.RAIL or visit www.amtrak.com/promotions/details.html for more information.

**Discount** is valid on all segments, but not valid on Acquire Express, Rail weekend Metroliner or Canadian portions. Travel must begin within 30 days of purchase and is not valid with other offers, discounts or promotions. Other restrictions apply.

**HOP WORK**

Apply to work in the fascinating post- teen. Openings for beach and pool managers, guest assistants, and a lead guide. Apply to: Camp USA, 84 Queen Road, Shakopee, MN 55379, or visit www.campusa.com. Apply by 8/15/01. For more information, call 1.800.720.0000.

**CIRCUIT CITY STORES**
NOW HIRING
Full-Time and Part-Time Positions

• Sales Associates
• Customer Service Associates
• Warehouse Associates

Apply at 1.800.751.8383 or at www.circuitcity.com.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley Summer Day Camps

Call 893-3829

DAILY Nexus

San Fernando and Conejo Valley Summer Day Camps
Summer camp info: 888-746-CAMP
www.daycampjobs.com

FIRE PROOF FIGHTING CLEAN UP GOVERNMENT PROTECT CIVIL RIGHTS SERVE THE COMMUNITY $9-$16/HR
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This workshop will help you to organize a smooth transition between New Officers for the Challenges Ahead.

Passing the Gavel—Preparing Your Nominate organizations and leaders!!!

Activities Awards Nomination Forms Available at OSL

If April Showers bring May flowers... what do May flowers bring?

Back Care Classes

If April Showers bring May flowers... what do May flowers bring?

Student Health

On Campus This Week

Leadership 2001 spring series

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 5-6:00 PM

Passing the Gavel—Preparing Your New Officers for the Challenges Ahead

This workshop will help you to organize a smooth transition between outgoing and incoming officers.

Nominate organizations and leaders!!! Activities Awards Nomination Forms Now Available at OSL

VUE 24TH OR WED 25TH

WHO • REPRESENTS YOU
HOW • YOUR MONEY IS SPENT
WHAT • YOU THINK IS IMPORTANT

ON CAMPUS

Whethere you vote with your conscience, pocketbook or chin.

All events are free unless otherwise noted

Ae Week

ATTENTION CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS:
USCB Active - activities are also available at:
http://events.sa.ucsb.edu

USCB Organization Directory is on-line:
http://www.sa.ucsb.edu/campusorgs/

Your On-Line access lets you publicize your activities in the USCB Events Web Calendar and Monday Nexus Calendar Page

Student Affairs offers free web page hosting. Registered groups can apply on the web:
info@sa.ucsb.edu/hosts

Student Life has a posting service. Drop off 7 flyers at the front desk. Flyers not posted and stamped by ASI will be removed from the Office of Student Life.

Activities Award Nomination forms now available at the Office of Student Life.

Web site at http://www.asi.ucsb.edu/cr/awards

Monday, April 23

Counseling and Career Services 2-3 pm Basic Interview Skills, C&C Serv 1109. More information:
info@career.ucsb.edu

Counseling and Career Services 3-4 pm. Resume writing. ASI career site: http://www.asi.ucsb.edu/cr

EOP Student Staff 4:30-6:30 pm. American Indian Social. Join us for some great conversation. EOP info:
info@sa.ucsb.edu/epo
timebox Personnel 7-8 pm. Weekly practice meeting. Come dance! More info:
info@osl.sa.ucsb.edu/sbdc

Associated Students 6-8 pm. Shoreline Preservation Fund Public Meeting, UCen S.B. Mission

Associated Students 8:15-9 pm. Community Relations Committee meeting. I.V. Community Center, behind Deli 14

Swing and Ballroom Dance Club 8:30-10:30 pm. Weekly practice, come dance! More info:
info@sa.ucsb.edu/sbdc

Wrestling Club @ UCSB 9-11 pm. Open Practice, all welcome. Rob Gym 2120

Tuesday, April 24

Counseling and Career Services 1-2 pm. Resume writing. Find out what ‘Job opportunities You’re seeking. C&C Serv 1109 More info:
info@career.ucsb.edu

Associated Students 5-6:15 pm. Community Affairs Board general meeting, UCen 2523, above MCB

Zen Sitting Group @ UCSB 6:15-8 pm. Come join us on Tuesdays in Girvetz 1106 except 4/17, 4/24 and 5/8 HSBS 2011, and Thursdays in Girvetz 1106 from 6:15pm (sitting begins at 6:30pm) until 8pm for sitting and meditation reading and discussion. Everyone is welcome regardless of (if any) religious affiliation and no meditation experience is necessary.

Associated Students 6:30-8:30 pm. The Peace Corps. HSSB 2201

Thursday, April 26

Counseling and Career Services 3-4:30 pm. Basic Interview Skills, C&C Serv 1109. More information:
info@career.ucsb.edu

General Action Committee 7-9 pm. Vandenburg and space-age counterinsurgency, documentary: "Millennium Uprising: from Seattle to Vandenburg." SH 1431. More info:
http://www.geocities.com/vafb_m19

Society for Creative Anachronism 7-8 pm. Weekly discussion meeting, HSSB 1237

Sun Lotus - Nichiren Buddhists at UCSB 6:30-8 pm. Weekly discussion meeting, HSBS 1223

Society for Creative Anachronism 7-10 pm. Rapier and Armored Combat Practice Music Building Courtyard. More info:
http://www.sca.isles.org/

Anchee Min. General $6, students $5. More information:
http://www.artsandlectures.ucsb.edu/lecture.htm

Friday, April 27

Global Action Committee 7-9 pm. Vandenburg and space-age counterinsurgency, documentary: "Sworn to the Drum: A Tribute to Franciscopecialized Editors. When our culture has lead to the violence and tragedy that we have experienced recently in Isla Vista. Please join us for a lovely day of healing in the tradition of Thich Naht Hanh. Bring a sitting cushion for yourself). Led by Larry Ward and Peggy Rowe in Vista. Please join us for a lovely day of healing in the tradition of Thich Naht Hanh. Bring a sitting cushion for yourself.

Yoga for Stress Reduction. When our culture has lead to the violence and tragedy that we have experienced recently in Isla Vista. Please join us for a lovely day of healing in the tradition of Thich Naht Hanh. Bring a sitting cushion for yourself.

Friday, April 27

Global Action Committee 7-9 pm. Vandenburg and space-age counterinsurgency, documentary: "Sworn to the Drum: A Tribute to Francisco